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Microcanonical rates from ring-polymer molecular dynamics:
Direct-shooting, stationary-phase, and maximum-entropy approaches
Xuecheng Tao,1 Philip Shushkov,1 and Thomas F. Miller III1, a)
Division of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, California 91125, USA
(Dated: 7 January 2020)
We address the calculation of microcanonical reaction rates for processes involving significant nuclear quantum
effects using ring-polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD), both with and without electronically non-adiabatic
transitions. After illustrating the shortcomings of the naive free-particle direct-shooting method, in which
the temperature of the internal ring-polymer modes is set to the translational energy scale, we investigate
alternative strategies based on the expression for the microcanonical rate in terms of the inverse Laplace
transform of the thermal reaction rate. It is shown that simple application of the stationary-phase approxi-
mation (SPA) dramatically improves the performance of the microcanonical rates using RPMD, particularly
in the low-energy region where tunneling dominates. Using the SPA as a Bayesian prior, numerically exact
RPMD microcanonical rates are then obtained using maximum entropy inversion of the thermal reaction
rates, for both electronically adiabatic and non-adiabatic model systems. Finally, the direct-shooting method
is revisited using the SPA-determined temperature for the internal ring-polymer modes, leading to a simple,
direct-simulation method with improved accuracy in the tunneling regime.
Keywords: microcanonical reaction rate, ring polymer molecular dynamics, nuclear quantum effects, inverse
Laplace transform
I. INTRODUCTION
Ring-polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD)1,2 has
proven to be a useful tool for the calculation of chemical
reaction rates,3,4 spectra,5,6 and transport coefficients.7,8
The method has been widely applied for the study elec-
tronically adiabatic processes for which nuclear quan-
tum effects play an important role,9–26 and extensions
of the method for systems involving electronically non-
adiabatic processes are increasingly common.27–36 How-
ever, despite the utility of RPMD for calculating quanti-
ties in terms of thermal transport coefficients, less work
has focused on the extension of the method to non-
thermal initial distributions37 or for the calculation of
properties associated with non-thermal ensembles, such
as microcanonical reaction rates, which would be of use
for both benchmarking and practical applications.
Application of RPMD beyond the canonical ensemble
immediately encounters the question of how to treat the
temperature associated with the intra-bead ring-polymer
potential. This temperature is well-defined in thermal
applications for which RPMD was initially developed,1,2
and it has been justified for RPMD with particular non-
equilibrium initial conditions.37 In the context of micro-
canonical reaction rates, a direct-shooting method based
on the free-particle temperature has been proposed,38
in which the internal ring-polymer temperature is fixed
based on the microcanonical energy, i.e. T = E/kB.
This protocol has been employed in several model
calculations,38,39 although its reliability has not been sys-
tematically examined.
a)Electronic mail: tfm@caltech.edu.
The current work addresses the challenge of micro-
canonical rate calculations using RPMD. In addition to
analyzing the previously proposed free-particle direct-
shooting protocol, we introduce alternative stationary-
phase and maximum-entropy inversion methods to ex-
tract microcanonical rates from thermal reaction rates,
the calculation of which is well established using RPMD.
Finally, we return to the direct-shooting method for
microcanonical RPMD rates, replacing the free-particle
temperature with the optimal temperature from the
stationary-phase inversion, which is shown to yield
greatly improved microcanonical RPMD rates in the low-
energy regime. Numerical examples of these microcanon-
ical RPMD methods are presented for both electronically
adiabatic and non-adiabatic systems.
II. METHODS
A. Thermal reaction rates from RPMD
We begin by briefly reviewing RPMD and its use for
the calculation of thermal reaction rates. The theory is
presented for a one-dimensional system, and extension
to multiple dimensions is straightforward. Consider an
electronically adiabatic system with the Hamiltonian
Hˆ =
pˆ2
2m
+ V (qˆ), (1)
where V (qˆ) is the potential energy function. Expressing
the quantum canonical partition function, Q, in the path-
2integral representation yields40–42
Q = tr
[
e−βHˆ
]
= lim
n→∞
( n
2pi~
)n∫
dpdq e−βH
iso
n (p,q), (2)
where β and n are the reciprocal temperature and the
number of imaginary time discretization steps, respec-
tively; q = {q1, q2, . . . , qn} denotes the positions of the
ring-polymer beads, and p denotes the corresponding
momenta. Eq. 2 introduces the classical isomorphic ring-
polymer Hamiltonian,
H ison (p,q) =
n∑
α=1
p2α
2mn
+ Uspr(q) +
1
n
n∑
α=1
V (qα), (3)
with βn = β/n, mn = m/n, and neighboring ring-
polymer beads are connected via harmonic springs
Uspr(q) =
1
2
mn
β2n
n∑
α=1
(qα − qα+1)2 . (4)
Classical sampling of the ring-polymer Hamiltonian
faithfully preserves quantum Boltzmann statistics. The
classical equations of motion associated with the ring
polymer Hamiltonian are given by
q¨α =
1
β2n
(qα+1 + qα−1 − 2qα)− 1
m
∂V (qα)
∂qα
. (5)
The calculation of thermal rates from RPMD then
simply follows from the application of classical rate the-
ory to the dynamics associated with the ring-polymer
Hamiltonian.2–4 Specifically, calculation of the thermal
RPMD rate in the flux-side formulation yields
kQr = lim
n→∞
lim
t→“∞”
( n
2pi~
)n ∫
dp0dq0 e
−βHison (p0,q0)
× δ(q¯0 − q‡) v¯0 h(q¯t − q‡), (6)
which correlates the positions and velocities of the ring-
polymer beads at time t following evolution according to
the ring-polymer equations of motion (Eq. 5) from an
initial distribution in which the ring-polymer centroid is
positioned at the dividing surface for the reaction. Here,
q¯0 and q¯t indicate the ring-polymer centroid position at
time zero at times zero and t, respectively, and v¯0 in-
dicates the centroid velocity at time zero. Qr denotes
the reactant partition function, q‡ indicates the position
of the dividing surface that separates the reactant and
product, h is the Heaviside function, and δ is the Dirac
delta function.
B. Microcanonical reaction rates from RPMD
In the following, we describe three alternative strate-
gies for calculating microcanonical reaction rates from
RPMD. The first involves an inverse Laplace transform
of the thermal RPMD reaction rates and introduces no
approximations beyond that of the thermal RPMD rate
theory, although it is numerically the most demanding.
The subsequent two methods introduce additional ap-
proximations (i.e., the stationary phase approximation
and the direct shooting approximation) with the benefit
of reduced numerical complexity.
1. Maximum entropy inversion
Reaction rates in the microcanonical and canonical en-
sembles are connected via the Laplace transform43
k(β)Qr(β) =
1
2pi~
∫ +∞
−∞
dE e−βEN(E), (7)
which can be inverted to yield
N(E) = (2pi~)
1
2pii
∫ γ+i∞
γ−i∞
dβ eΦ(β) (8)
with
Φ(β) = βE + log (kQr) . (9)
The line integral in Eq. 8 is performed along Re[β]= γ,
where γ is greater than the real part of all points for
which Φ is singular. However, numerical implementation
of this Laplace transform is typically ill-conditioned and
sensitive to statistical noise,44 which is unavoidable in
simulation-based thermal rate calculations.
To ameliorate this problem, we employ the maximum
entropy (MaxEnt) method,45,46 which utilizes statistic
inference and a Bayesian prior to regularize the numeri-
cal inversion.25,46–49 MaxEnt is implemented by rewriting
the integral in Eq. 7 in matrix form,
κ = B ν, (10)
where κ is the vector of thermal rate input data at
discrete temperature points {βi}, and ν is the vector
of microcanonical rate outputs at discrete energy val-
ues {Ej}. Specifically, the elements of κ and ν are
κi = 2pi~ k(βi)Qr(βi) and νj = N(Ej). The matrix B
is comprised of the Boltzmann kernel Bij = e
−βiEj∆Ej ,
where ∆Ej = Ej+1−Ej is the integration stepsize. Max-
Ent yields the microcanonical rate by maximizing the
objective function
Q(ν;α) = αS(ν)− χ2(ν)/2 + Vreg(ν), (11)
where the information entropy S describes the degree to
which solution is faithful to a prior model λ({Ej}),
S(ν) =
∑
j
(
νj − λj − νj log νj
λj
)
, (12)
3and the likelihood function χ2 describes the accuracy
with which the reference thermal rate data is fit,
χ2(ν) = (κ −Bν)T C−1 (κ−Bν). (13)
Here, C is the covariance matrix for the thermal rate
data with elements
Cii′ =δii′σ
2
i , (14)
where δii′ is the Kronecker delta function, and σi is the
standard deviation for the i-th thermal rate datapoint.
The parameter α balances between accurately fitting the
reference data while preserving the prior model.
Finally, Vreg(ν) penalizes those trial solutions that vi-
olate the physical constraints of the microcanonical rate
constant, namely that it satisfy N(E)∈ [0, 1]. The lower
bound is enforced by conducting a solution search only in
the positive subspace while the upper bound is enforced
via the functional form
Vreg(ν) = −
∑
j
1
2
ζ I2(νj − 1), (15)
where
I(νj − 1) =
{
νj − 1, νj ≥ 1,
0, νj < 1,
(16)
and ζ is chosen according to a tolerance criterion.
2. Stationary phase approximation
As an alternative to numerically exact inversion, we
apply the stationary phase approximation (SPA)50,51 to
Eq. 8. Implementation of the SPA involves finding the
stationary point of the phase function Φ in Eq. 9 and
then approximating the integrand as a Gaussian func-
tion along the imaginary axis. Setting the first-order
derivative of the phase function to zero yields the energy-
temperature correspondence51
Est = − ∂ log [ k(β)Qr(β) ]
∂β
∣∣∣∣
βst
, βst ∈ R (17)
where βst is the stationary temperature that is assumed
to dominate the integrand. The resulting SPA micro-
canonical rate prediction is given by
NSPA(Est) =
2pi~√
2pi
(
∂2 log [ k(β)Qr(β) ]
∂β2
∣∣∣∣
βst
)−1/2
× eβstEst k(βst)Qr(βst). (18)
A well-known shortcoming of the SPA is that the
calculated microcanonical rate violates the constraint
N(E)≤ 1 in the high-energy limit.51 In this regime, the
barrier-crossing dynamics reduces to free particle motion,
and the thermal rate becomes
[kQr]
FP
= 1/ (2piβ~) . (19)
Substituting Eq. 19 into Eqs. 17 and 18 yields the energy-
temperature correspondence relation
EFPst = 1/β
FP
st , (20)
and the corresponding microcanonical rate in the high-
energy limit is
NFPSPA(E) = e/
√
2pi ≃ 1.084, (21)
in excess of the correct upper limit.
3. Direct shooting approximation
By analogy with classical rate theory, a physically in-
tuitive strategy for approximating microcanonical rates
from RPMD is to simply (i) initialize trajectories from
the reactant side with specified translational energy, (ii)
propagate those trajectories using the microcanonical
equations of motion in Eq. 5, and (iii) count the propor-
tion of trajectories that reach the product region, such
that
Ndirect(E, βint)
= lim
n→∞
lim
t→“∞”
nn
(2pi~)
n−1
∫
dp0dq0
e−βintH
iso
n (p0,q0)
e−βintE
× δ
[
p¯0−
√
2m(E − Va)
]
δ(q¯0−q‡) h(q¯t−q‡),
(22)
where p¯ =
∑
α pα is the centroid momentum, and Va
is the potential energy in the reactant asymptotic re-
gion. The centroid kinetic energy for the RPMD trajec-
tories are initialized to match the physical incident en-
ergy (as indicated by the δ function), while the internal
modes are thermally sampled from an internal tempera-
ture βint, the appropriate value of which is not obvious.
Previously,38 the direct shooting method for calculating
microcanonical rates has been applied with the internal
temperature set in correspondence to the physical inci-
dent energy βint = 1/E, which we call the free-particle
protocol; in the current work, we shall also consider a
prescription for the internal temperature that is derived
from the SPA. We note that direct shooting is similar
in practical implementation to the calculation of non-
equilibrium time-correlation functions using RPMD with
momentum-kick initial conditions,9,37 although the the-
oretical justification is more clearly established for the
case of non-equilibrium time-correlation functions than
for the calculation of microcanonical rates as considered
here.
4III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Unless specified, all results are reported in atomic
units.
Implementation of the direct-shooting approach for mi-
crocanonical rates employs Eq. 22. Initial configurations
for the ring polymer are sampled from the thermal dis-
tribution associated with the specified internal tempera-
ture (βint), while dynamical evolution is performed using
the standard RPMD integration scheme with a timestep
of 0.3. This choice of timestep is confirmed to avoid
resonance instabilities, although we note that the best
practice for future applications is to employ the Cayley-
modification to the RPMD integration.52,53 Calculations
with up to 144 ring-polymer beads are performed to en-
sure the convergence of the path-integral discretization.
Implementation of the SPA utilizes Eqs. 17 and 18.
Eq. 17 is first solved to obtain the stationary temperature
from the thermal rate data. Then, the SPA microcanoni-
cal rate is obtained using Eq. 18. First- and second-order
derivatives of kQr are obtained from a standard basis-
spline interpolation procedure.54,55 Validation of the nu-
merical procedure is performed by comparison with inde-
pendent SPA results obtained from path-integral Monte
Carlo sampling methods (Appendix A).
Implementation of the MaxEnt approach closely fol-
lows the Bryan algorithm.45,46 Calculations are per-
formed with a modified version of an open-source code.56
Quantum mechanical and RPMD thermal rates are the
fitting targets in these calculations, while SPA micro-
canonical rates are employed as the Bayesian prior.
While not included here, results were also obtained using
the flat Bayesian prior, λ(E) = 1; however, the numerics
of these calculations were found to be less stable than
those based on the SPA, which requires no additional in-
formation beyond the thermal rates that are also used
for the fitting target. To ensure that the SPA priors are
nonzero and sufficiently smooth, they are filtered with a
low threshold value of 10−3, followed by a simple moving
average procedure to suppress the statistical fluctuations.
A regulation potential (Eq. 15) with ζ = 107 is sufficient
to enforce the upper bound of N(E) to a tolerance of
10−5 in all reported calculations.
To specify the parameter α in the objective function
of the MaxEnt calculations (Eq. 11), the ‘L-curve’ rule
was employed as in many previous studies.25,47,48 As il-
lustrated with a representative example in Fig. 1, the
balance between fitting accuracy and solution likelihood
when plotted as a parametric function of α yields a
hockeystick-shaped curve. We take the kink of the curve
(red point) to correspond to the optimal balance between
these attributes.
FIG. 1. An illustrative example of the ‘L-curve’ that is used
to determine the parameter α in each MaxEnt calculation.
The optimal value of α coincides with the kink in the curve
(indicated by a red point). This example corresponds to the
Eckart barrier, using RPMD thermal rate data for the fit-
ting target and the SPA-RPMD microcanonical rates for the
Bayesian prior.
IV. RESULTS
A. Microcanonical RPMD rates for electronically
adiabatic reactions
We begin by analyzing the effectiveness of the direct
shooting approach with different choices of ring-polymer
internal temperatures, βint. The symmetric Eckart bar-
rier model for H+H2 reactive scattering
4 is chosen as the
test example, with potential energy function
V (q) = V0
/
cosh2(q/q0) (23)
using parameters m = 1061, V0 = 0.425 eV, and q0 =
0.734. Analytical solution of the microcanonical rate for
this model yields
N(E) =f/ (f + g) , where
f =sinh2
(
piq0
√
2mE/~
)
, and
g =cosh2
(
pi
√
|2mV0q20/~2 − 1/4|
)
, (24)
and the exact thermal rate is obtained by integrating
N(E) over Boltzmann kernel, following Eq. 7.
1. Free-particle direct shooting
Fig. 2A plots the microcanonical rate prediction from
classical mechanics, exact quantum mechanics, and the
direct shooting scheme (Eq. 22), as a function of energy.
5FIG. 2. (A) Microcanonical rate predictions for the Eckart
barrier. Results are calculated with classical mechanics (clas-
sical MD, dashed black), analytical quantum mechanics (QM,
solid black) and direct shooting approach with different inter-
nal ring-polymer temperatures (direct, solid cyan, orange and
magenta). The free-particle direct shooting protocol is labeled
βint = 1/E. (B) Thermal rates obtained by substituting mi-
crocanonical rates from various levels of theory (classical MD,
QM, and free-particle direct shooting) into Eq. 7. For com-
parison, the standard RPMD thermal rates (green) are also
included.
As expected, the step-function shape of the classical re-
sult is smoothed due to nuclear quantum effects. It is
clear from the figure that the direct-shooting scheme is
strongly sensitive to the choice of internal ring-polymer
temperature, particularly at low temperatures for which
tunneling plays an important role; irrespective of the em-
ployed value of βint, the direct-shooting scheme reverts to
classical behavior in the high-energy regime. Strikingly,
almost all nuclear quantum effects are absent using the
free-particle protocol (βint = 1/E) for the internal ring-
polymer temperature.
Fig. 2B presents the canonical reaction rates for the
Eckart barrier as a function of temperature, including ex-
act quantum and classical results, as well as the standard
RPMD calculation of thermal reaction rate (green).3,4 As
is well known for such problems, RPMD allows for the
direct calculation of thermal reaction rates with good ac-
curacy. However, the figure also shows the results of the
RPMD thermal rate prediction obtained by transforming
(via Eq. 7) the microcanonical RPMD rates from the free-
particle direct-shooting protocol (magenta). Consistent
with the results of Fig. 2A, this direct-shooting protocol
provides an essentially classical description of the ther-
mal reaction rate across the entire range of temperatures.
Fig. 2B clearly demonstrates that approximation of mi-
crocanonical rates via the free-particle direct-shooting
method (magenta vs. solid black) is a far greater source
of error than the intrinsic approximation of RPMD for
calculating thermal rates (green vs. solid black). This
figure illustrates the hazards of using direct shooting for
RPMD microcanonical rates, and it suggests that better
results for microcanonical rate should be achievable on
the basis of RPMD dynamics.
2. Stationary phase approximation
We now turn our attention to the use of the SPA to
calculate RPMDmicrocanonical reaction rates for the ex-
ample of the Eckart barrier. Fig. 3A presents the calcu-
lated stationary temperature βst as a function of energy,
obtained via Eq. 17 with input from either exact quan-
tum thermal rates (blue) or standard RPMD thermal
rate calculations (red, dashed). For comparison, we also
show the temperature associated with the free-particle
protocol (β = 1/E), which differs significantly from the
stationary temperature at each energy, as well as an ana-
lytical expression for the high-energy stationary temper-
ature (β = 1/E + V0) that is derived in Appendix A.
In the low-energy regime, only the RPMD thermal rate
data provides a satisfactory description of the stationary
temperature obtained from the exact quantum results.
Fig. 3B presents microcanonical rates from the SPA
(Eq. 18) using input from RPMD thermal rates. To pro-
vide a baseline of accuracy associated with the SPA, we
first compare the microcanonical rate from exact quan-
tum mechanics (black, solid) with that obtained via SPA
applied to exact quantum thermal rates (blue). The dif-
ference in these curves presents a best-case scenario for
the accuracy of a method that approximates microcanon-
ical rates via SPA; and it is seen that while the agree-
ment at low temperature is excellent, there is substan-
tial deviation associated with energies in the high-energy
regime. Encouragingly, essentially identical performance
is seen when the microcanonical rates are obtained via
application of the SPA to RPMD thermal rates (red,
dashed). This indicates that the RPMD thermal rates
are a smaller source of error than the SPA, particularly
in the high-energy regime. Finally, comparison of the re-
sults in Fig. 3B with Fig. 2A makes clear that RPMD
offers a much more accurate avenue to the calculation
6FIG. 3. Stationary phase approximation (SPA) results for
the Eckart barrier. (A) The stationary temperature calcu-
lated with QM (blue) and RPMD (dashed red) thermal rates,
respectively, as a function of incident energy. For compar-
ision, the classical asymptote of the stationary temperature
(dashed black), and the free-particle temperature (magenta)
are also included. (B) Microcanonical rates obtained using
the SPA with input from QM (blue) and RPMD (dashed red)
thermal rates, respectively. For comparison, the microcanon-
ical rates from exact QM and classical MD are also included.
The inset expands the low-energy regime.
of microcanonical rates than might be concluded from
simulations that employ direct shooting.
We again note that the SPA errors at high energy in
Fig. 3B that are well known and due to the neglect of
higher-order terms in the phase function.51 As antici-
pated form Eq. 21, both sets of SPA results in the fig-
ure converge to the erroneous high-energy asymptote of
1.084.
3. Maximum entropy inversion
As the third alternative for obtaining microcanonical
rates from RPMD, Fig. 4A presents results for the Eckart
barrier obtained using MaxEnt inversion. To establish
the baseline error for the MaxEnt procedure, the dashed
blue curve presents the results obtained via inversion of
the exact QM thermal rates using the SPA-QM micro-
canonical rates (Fig. 3B) as the Bayesian prior. Finally,
the dashed red curve presents the MaxEnt results ob-
tained via inversion of the RPMD thermal rates using the
SPA-RPMD microcanonical rates as the Bayesian prior.
This last result utilizes input from RPMD thermal rates
alone.
It is clear from Fig. 4A that the MaxEnt procedure
provides excellent accuracy across the entire range of en-
ergies, avoiding the incorrect high-energy asymptote of
the SPA results. Closer examination of the low-energy
regime in Fig. 4B reveal that the agreement persists even
in the regime of strong tunneling. Comparison of the red
curve in Fig. 4B (MaxEnt:RPMD/SPA-RPMD) with the
blue curve in the inset of Fig. 3B (SPA-QM) suggests that
the RPMD thermal rate data is slightly greater source
of error than the SPA in the low-energy regime for the
Eckart barrier, although all of the differences are small.
Taken together, the results in Fig. 4A and B indicate
that for this example, the use of MaxEnt inversion helps
to improve the quality of the SPA at intermediate and
higher energies, but it does little to improve the quality
of the SPA in the low-energy regime.
Finally, as a self-consistency check, Fig. 4C presents
the thermal rates obtained by transforming (via Eq. 7)
the microcanonical rates obtained from the MaxEnt in-
version of the RPMD thermal rates (red, dashed). For
comparison, the exact quantum, classical, and standard
RPMD thermal rates are also included. As expected,
the MaxEnt RPMD rates are fully consistent with the
standard RPMD thermal rates, and both are in good
agreement with the exact QM results.
4. Stationary-temperature direct shooting
Given the success of the SPA for extracting micro-
canonical rates from standard RPMD thermal rates, it is
tempting to see whether data obtained from the SPA can
be used to improve the direct shooting method. Specif-
ically, we explore the use of the stationary temperature
as the ring-polymer internal temperature for initializing
and propagating the direct-shooting trajectories, i.e., set-
ing βint = βst in Eq. 22. This strategy is physically
appealing, since the stationary temperature (which is
a function of incident energy, see Fig. 3A) dictates the
delocalizaton of the ring-polymer in its barrier-crossing
configuration;51,57,58 also note that the stationary tem-
perature approaches the free-particle temperature at high
incident energies.
Fig. 5 plots the microcanonical rate for the Eckart bar-
7FIG. 4. Maximum entropy (MaxEnt) inversion results for
the Eckart barrier. Methods are labeled with the format
‘MaxEnt-[thermal rate input type]/[prior type]’. (A) Max-
Ent solutions for the microcanonical reaction rate as a func-
tion of incident energy. Microcanonical rates from classical
MD and exact QM are also presented for reference. (B) An
expanded view of panel A in the low-energy regime. (C)
Thermal rates obtained by integrating N(E) in panel A over
the Boltzmann kernel. For comparison, exact QM, classical
MD, and standard RPMD thermal rates are also included.
rier, obtained using the stationary-temperature direct-
shooting method (red). For comparison, the free-particle
direct-shooting (magenta), classical MD (black, dashed),
and exact quantum (black, solid) results are all repro-
duced from Fig. 2A. While stationary-temperature di-
rect shooting remains qualitatively less accurate than the
SPA and MaxEnt inversion methods, it nonetheless sub-
stantially improves the results of the free-particle direct-
shooting approach in the low-energy region where tunnel-
ing is important. These results indicate that stationary-
temperature direct shooting is a less quantitative tool
than SPA or MaxEnt for the calculation of microcanon-
ical rates from RPMD trajectories, but it may nonethe-
less prove useful in exploratory studies for which a direct
trajectory-based simulation approach is needed, or in ap-
plications to high-dimensional systems for which obtain-
ing precise thermal reaction rate in the whole tempera-
ture region is computationally expensive.
B. Microcanonical RPMD rates for non-adiabatic systems
Although we have thus far only discussed the SPA and
MaxEnt inversion methods in the context of single-level
(i.e., electronically adiabatic) processes, both methods
can be naturally extended to multi-level systems. Specif-
ically, given state-resolved thermal reaction rates for a
non-adiabatic process, both the SPA and MaxEnt meth-
ods can be used to compute state-resolved microcanoni-
cal rates for different reaction channels.
For the SPA method, state-resolved thermal reaction
rates are substituted into Eqs. 17 - 18, respectively, yield-
ing a single stationary temperature and a single state-
resolved microcanonical rate for each reaction channel.
FIG. 5. Microcanonical rate predictions for the Eckart bar-
rier, comparing the direct-shooting method with the ring-
polymer internal temperature set to either the stationary
temperature (red) or the free-particle temperature (magenta).
Also included are the exact QM and classical MD results.
8TABLE I. Parameters for the two-level model in Eq. 30.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
A1 7 a1 1
A2 −18/pi a2
√
3pi/4
A3 0.25 a3 0.25
B1 −0.75 q1 −1.6
B2 54/pi q3 −2.625
For the MaxEnt method, we solve the coupled integral
equation (
κ1→2
κ2→2
)
=
(
B
B
)
·
(
ν1→2
ν2→2
)
(25)
for a system with two reaction channels (e.g., diabat 1 to
2, and diabat 2 to 2), with κ, B and ν defined in Eq. 10.
The MaxEnt objective function for the two-level system
is
Q(ν1→2,ν2→2;α) = αS(ν1→2)− χ2(ν1→2)/2
+ αS(ν2→2)− χ2(ν2→2)/2
+ Vreg(ν1→2,ν2→2) (26)
which sums the information entropy and likelihood func-
tion contributions for the state-resolved rates. The reg-
ularization potential is likewise generalized,
Vreg(ν) = −
∑
j
1
2
ζ I2(ν1→2,j + ν2→2,j − 1), (27)
to enforce unitarity
N1→2(Ej) +N2→2(Ej) ≤ 1 ∀j (28)
The constraint of non-negativity
N1→2(Ej) ≥ 0, N2→2(Ej) ≥ 0, ∀j, (29)
is enforced as before by confining the solution search to
the positive subspace.
As a numerical demonstration for non-adiabatic reac-
tion dynamics, we use a two-state gas-phase reactive scat-
tering model that has been previously introduced.36,59
In the diabatic representation, the potential energy func-
tions for this system are
V11(q) =
A1
1 + e−a1(q−q1)
+B1
V22(q) =
A2
1 + e−a2q
+
B2
4 cosh2 (a2q/2)
V12(q) = V21(q) = A3e
−a3(q−q3)
2
(30)
with parameters specified in Table I and with reactant
and product regions corresponding to q→−∞ and q→∞,
respectively.
We focus on microcanonical rates in the range of in-
cident energies for which the higher-energy state is un-
available as a product channel (i.e., the only two avail-
able reactions channels correspond to the 1→2 and 2→2
FIG. 6. State-resolved microcanonical rates for the two-level
model in Eq. 30. Dashed lines indicate the 1→ 2 diabatic
reaction channel and solid lines indicate the 2→ 2 diabatic
reaction channel. (A)Microcanonical rates from classical sur-
face hopping (orange) and numerically exact QM wavepacket
propagation (black). (B) SPA results for the microcanonical
rate, with input from exact QM (blue) and iso-RPSH (red)
thermal rates. (C) MaxEnt results for the microcanonical
rate, with input from exact QM (blue) and iso-RPSH (red)
thermal rates.
processes on the diabatic states). Calculation of state-
resolved thermal rates for the two channels is performed
with the flux-side formulation59 of iso-RPSH,36 with both
9the methodological details and thermal-rate results both
reported elsewhere.59 The only difference in the current
work is that 1000-fold more trajectories are performed
to suppress statistical error in the thermal rates for the
MaxEnt calculations, although the thermal rate results
are graphically indistinguishable from those previously
published.59
For comparison, Fig. 6A presents the state-resolvedmi-
crocanonical rates obtained from numerically exact quan-
tum mechanics60,61 and using classical surface hopping62
as implemented in our previous work.36 As for the one-
level system, the microcanonical rates with classical nu-
clear dynamics exhibit a sharp increase when the incident
energy reaches the barrier height. Although classical sur-
face hopping qualitatively includes the effect of the non-
adiabatic transition and performs well in the high-energy
regime, it fails to capture the significant nuclear quantum
effects in this problem.
Fig. 6B presents the microcanonical rates obtained via
application of the SPA to state-resolved thermal rates
from exact QM (blue) and from iso-RPSH (red). Com-
parison of the QM and SPA-QM results indicate that
the SPA approximation is a good approximation in this
example. Furthermore, comparison of these curves with
the SPA-iso-RPSH results indicates that the iso-RPSH
thermal rate data is an even smaller source of error than
the SPA. At higher energies, the SPA results exhibit the
same pathologies as those discussed in connection with
Eq. 21, and the better performance of SPA-iso-RPSH
versus SPA-QM in this regime is likely due to fortuitous
error cancellation.
Fig. 6C presents the microcanonical rates obtained via
application of the MaxEnt method to the state-resolved
thermal rates. As for the one-level system described in
Fig. 4, the MaxEnt method improves the description for
the two-level system at high energies but does little to
refine the description of the SPA at lower energies.
Taken together, these results indicate that the iso-
RPSH method can be staightforwardly extended for
the accurate calculation of state-resolved microcanoni-
cal rates. Moreover, these results show that iso-RPSH
provides an accurate description of both the thermal and
microcanonical reaction rates of this system in a regime
for which both non-adiabatic and nuclear quantum ef-
fects play an important role, although the method has
been shown to underestimate the asymmetry in the Mar-
cus inverted regime in the golden-rule limit of electron
transfer.63
V. SUMMARY
Whereas the ring-polymer molecular dynamics
(RPMD) thermal rate theory has proven immensely
successful in many chemical application domains, far less
attention has been paid to the problem of calculating
microcanonical reaction rates using RPMD, which may
be of considerable value in the context of gas-phase and
surface-molecule scattering processes. The current work
addresses this shortcoming by exploring a variety of
strategies to calculating microcanonical reaction rates
with RPMD. It is found that the ad hoc strategy of
direct shooting of RPMD trajectories is strongly sen-
sitive to the internal ring-polymer temperature that is
employed; this is somewhat ameliorated in the tunneling
regime via the use of an internal temperature based
on the stationary-phase approximation (SPA), but the
resulting direct-shooting results remain overly classical
in the barrier-crossing energy regime. Far more accurate
microcanonical rates are obtained from RPMD thermal
rate data via Laplace transform inversion using either
the SPA or the numerically exact maximum entropy
method. In general, we find that the SPA applied to
RPMD thermal rate data provides the best compromise
between good accuracy and numerical feasibility, par-
ticularly in the low-energy tunneling regime, although
we point out that the alternative direct-shooting and
maximum entropy methods described here may also
prove useful in particular application cases.
While the current paper focuses only on the calcula-
tion of microcanonical rates from RPMD thermal rate
data, we note that similar strategies can also be applied
for the calculation of other time correlation functions,
spectra, and transport coefficients in the microcanonical
ensemble.
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Appendix A: Evaluation of the stationary temperature via
path-integral Monte Carlo sampling methods
To evaluate the stationary temperature βst in Eq. (17)
via path-integral Monte Carlo sampling methods, we
apply the quantum transition state theory (QTST)
approximation64 to the reaction rate65–67
k(β) ≃ kQTST(β, q‡o) = min
q‡
[
kQTST(β, q
‡)
]
, (A1)
with a dividing surface q‡o that minimizes dynamical re-
crossing effects. Using the path-integral representation
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of the QTST rate in the case of a single-surface system
kQTST(β, q
‡
o)Qr = lim
n→∞
( n
2pi~
)n∫
dp0dq0 e
−βHison (p,q)
× δ(q¯0 − q‡o) v¯0 h(v¯0), (A2)
together with Euler’s theorem for homogeneous
functions,68 we derive a virial-like expression for the
stationary energy-temperature relation, which can be
conveniently evaluated using path-integral Monte Carlo
sampling methods
Est =
1
βst
+
〈
1
2n
∑
α
(qα − q¯0) ∂V (qα)
∂qα
+
1
n
∑
α
V (qα)
〉
q‡o
(A3)
Here, 〈Q〉q‡o is a constrained ensemble average defined by
〈Q〉q‡o =
∫
dq0 ρc(q0)Q(q0)∫
dq0 ρc(q0)
, (A4)
with
ρc(q0) = δ(q¯0 − q‡o) e−βUspr(q0) e−βn
∑
α
V (qα). (A5)
At high temperatures, Eq. (A3) approaches the classical
limit for the stationary energy-temperature relation
lim
βst→0
Est =
1
βst
+ V (q‡o), (A6)
with q‡o approaching the barrier top. This classical limit
can be also obtained upon the substitution of the classical
transition state theory rate,
[kQr]
CTST
=
1
2piβ~
e−βV (q
‡
o), (A7)
into Eq. (17), yielding
Est = −
∂ log
[
kCTST(β)Qr(β)
]
∂β
∣∣∣∣∣
βst
=
1
βst
+ V (q‡o).
(A8)
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